
Meeting Held: Wednesday 26 September 2018

1. Welcome and safety briefing:  Jill Stansfield welcomed everyone and called the
meeting to order.  Jill pointed out conveniences and fire exit doors.

2. Present: Jill Stansfield, Steve Anderton, Bernie Randall, Barbara Niccol, Kāryn
Crocker, John Hayes, Carol Evans, Bev Chappell, Bryan Miller, Marie O’Sullivan,
Trevor Daniel, Richard Robertson, Helen McKernan, Bronwyn Glavin, Stephen
Palmer (guest speaker), Jem Pupich (guest speaker), Suzanne Deadman, Jenny
Glen, Sonya Sloan.

3. Apologies:  Sarah Biddiscombe, Leole Malama-Prasad, David Swallow, Maxine
King, Dermot Whelan, Kevin Burrows.

4. Matters arising from last minutes:

John Hayes read out a request from Democracy Services on behalf of Councillor
Howson of a proposed change Councillor Howson would like to the July minutes.
Councillor Howson would like the following sentence added regarding CAB funding:
“When Bernie challenged the statement saying that they got nothing through their
social investment funding request, John agreed with him and clarified that he was
referring to the subsequent LTP funding payments of $2,500.”  John Hayes put
forward a motion to accept the change and Kāryn Crocker seconded.  The motion
was passed by the group.

Bernie wanted it noted that he raised an objection to the fact that John Howson had
stated that CAB funding was sound as he believed this was not the case and Trevor
agreed with this statement.

Jill brought up the Age Friendly Kāpiti section from previous minutes and asked if
anyone had any suggestions for ideas in terms of where and how people got around
the district and if the areas etc were age friendly. No-one was forthcoming but Jill
asked if people could keep this in mind for future meetings.

Jill spoke about mobility scooters and establishing electric charging stations and
understands there are two possibly coming to the Pak n’ Save parking area.  Also
one in Waikanae and one in Paekākāriki.  Jill suggested hybrid scooters would be a
good idea.  Need to have mobility charger with you.  The conversation then moved to
electric and hybrid cars.  Fully electric has much larger range according to Marie but
others felt this was not the case and hybrids were better.  Sonya stated it cost
thousands of dollars for new batteries.  John stated he has been looking at
purchasing an electric vehicle and decided against this.  Suggested a meeting could
be held as this is a complicated topic.  Jill felt this was a good idea – perhaps a panel
discussion.  Vanessa Crowe at KCDC has given presentations on recharging of



electric cars and would be a good person to invite to a panel discussion. Would be
good to build up a portfolio of network of businesses who offer to recharge scooters.
Bernie noted that car charging stations won’t be able to charge scooters.  Needs to
be multi-function but this is not possible.  Trevor is going to check with Chamber of
Commerce to see what they are doing regarding the location of scooter charging
stations.  Car and scooter charging stations are separate entities.  John noted over
500 charging points outside mall in San Francisco.  Brian stated that future
technology will mean just a wire buried in road which will charge as you go but this in
the distant future.  Janet Holborrow arrives.

Action: Trevor and Jill

5. Guest Speaker – Dr Stephen Palmer, Medical Officer of Health & Clinical
Head of Department Regional Public Health: Dr Palmer spoke to the group about
the impact of alcohol and gave some interesting facts in relation to alcohol availability
and other statistics in Kāpiti.  Liquorland want to extend their hours to 11pm.  Dr
Palmer stated they have managed to get outlets in Paraparaumu Beach down to
9pm other than New World at the Landing which has a licence to 11pm.  Dr Palmer
gave a statistical update from his previous presentation regarding acute and chronic
conditions caused by alcohol.  Paraparaumu Central well ahead of other areas such
as Lambton, Hutt Central and Tawa in both acute and chronic conditions which
include alcoholic mental and behavioural disorders.  Men featured more than women
in the chronic conditions data.  Steve Anderton asked where stats come from – Dr
Palmer stated these come from hospital admissions data.  National Health Index
“NHI” numbers determine location as each person has their own NHI number and
this is where information comes from as it contains address.  Some research on
where people drink with the most common place in their own home.  Yes, some
young people drink at bars but many also drink at home.  Paraparaumu Beach is one
of the largest areas in terms of population but it is still high and above average for
the greater Wellington region.  Trevor asked about the difference between acute and
chronic.  Dr Palmer explained that acute happens immediately where someone
drinks a lot and needs hospitalisation from an injury from a fall etc.  Chronic is linked
to excessive consumption of alcohol over a long period of time and ongoing or pre-
existing conditions such as liver disease, etc are related to this. New legislation now
includes chronic forms of alcohol related harm as opposed to just acute forms. There
would be repeat people being admitted which is a burden in its own right. Health
statistics need to be bought back to the individual licence holder to enable positive
change which is incredibly difficult to do.

Marie asked if density of outlets considered?  Dr Palmer stated this is difficult but
they do oppose new licences.  Local alcohol policy in terms of density can be set by
local Council as has been done in the Hutt.  National study in regards to crime
related stats where liquor stores located but again is very difficult to argue this.
Some people pre-load and then buy more alcohol but very difficult to track these
figures and use against licence applications.  Richard noted that levels of alcohol in
beer is part of the problem as quite high.

Paraparaumu Central has the highest rate of alcohol related hospital admissions for
both acute and chronic conditions across the Greater Wellington Region. Dr Palmer
stated information was based on diagnostic coding in hospitals.  Dr Palmer also



noted that many factors were involved in these statistics.  You can get a picture from
these statistics such as are liquor stores open too long etc. but can’t get back to
individual outlets.  Huge increase in outlets throughout country, particularly in Kāpiti
which has doubled its number of off-licences in last 25 years.

Marie asked about age distribution in regards to the statistical data and noted older
age group overrepresented in chronic condition.   Marie suggested older people
could be drinking due to depression, social isolation etc.  Studies have been
commissioned regarding drinking in older people.  Dr Palmer believed New Zealand
made a mistake in allowing supermarkets to sell beer.  Local Councils cannot reduce
the number of licences as this is pre-determined.

John asked if there was any solid evidence that the number of hours alcohol
available had links to issues in the community. There has been a lot of research
about the number of outlets and also some research about young people and early
closing that might lead to a reduction in consumption of alcohol in young people.
Legislation can limit trading hours. For example, an outlet in the high-risk area of
Manner’s St has had its hours reduced to 6pm from 10pm by the District Licensing
Committee. This is a cultural issue -  after the year 2000 when supermarkets could
sell beer this saw a change to drinking from a bar to in the home.  However, Dr
Palmer noted that the safest place to drink is probably a bar as bars are not allowed
to serve intoxicated people.

Jem asked what the purchase pattern of the older person is.  John stated that he
believed older people just don’t purchase alcohol between 9pm and 10pm.  Jem
asked for a show of hands for when people bought their alcohol and the general
consensus was that older people buy during the day and from the supermarket.

Jem asked if people felt safe going out at night to purchase alcohol. Safety was an
issue for some.  Dr Palmer noted that it’s not just the person who drinks but those
around them and the community that are affected.

Dr Palmer noted that a liquor ban is currently being discussed by KCDC.
Submissions are encouraged by the group and close in the middle of October. 
KCDC has deferred looking at a local alcohol policy and this is of concern to some
local Council officers.  

Richard involved in a survey around Wellington – lighting was a big thing and had a
big impact on security and the feeling of being safe.   The Policy group interested in
putting in a submission regarding the liquor ban.  Jem offered help with wording if the
working group would like.  Dr Palmer offered to come back to another meeting to
provide further information.

Action: Policy Group.

Janet Holborrow to gather some information on the local alcohol policy and get an
email to the group members summarising the Council’s position. Janet then leaves
meeting.

Action: Janet Holborrow.



6. Discussion re executive committee –  Jill proposed re-establishing an Executive
Group which would be formed by the leaders of the three working groups Age
Friendly, Events and Activities, Policy and Submissions) (and anyone else who is
interested is welcome to join).  Jill noted that given planning is required for meetings,
it’s difficult to know who to interact with, the Executive Group could facilitate this. The
proposal was seconded by Marie with everyone agreeing. However, Jenny Glen
didn’t believe there was a need for the group.  Jill will organise this.

Action: Jill Stansfield

7. CWB Advisory Group Update – Jenny doesn’t have any updates and felt the
update shouldn’t be on the agenda every month.  Claire stated this was her fault as
she was unsure when Jenny’s meetings were.  Jenny stated they were every two
months with one coming up the week after next.  There was an issue at the Ōtaki
River walkway near Peka Peka. Looking at the possibility of creating road from
northern side of river. Expressway issue and someone from Ōtaki Community Board
aware of this. Claire suggested Jenny takes any issues raised by OPC to the CWB
group.

8. Road Safety Advisory Group Update - Sonya spoke about the change in road
speeds in different areas which is available online to have a look at.  An update on
the Waikanae main road area will be made in six week’s time. Bryan raised concerns
about mobility scooters.  Please pass any queries about road safety to Sonya.
Sonya mentioned the Expressway exit on to Kapiti Rd which is still a work in
progress.  Cheapest suggestion is a lane that brings you into centre lane but Sonya
believes this would still be confusing.

9. Report back from Working Groups –

Age Friendly Group – Jill noted that her and Kevin Burrows are trying to gain funding
from Office of Seniors.  Had a meeting in Wellington with Julia from Office of Seniors
who is a great asset in Jill’s opinion.

Events and Activities Group – Sonya thanked her group for all work.  International
day of Older Person’s day on Monday 1st October 10am to 1pm with lunch included
at Community Centre.  Claire will send a PDF invite to everyone for distribution.  Will
look at running an expo next year together with the Accessibility group.

Action: Claire Rewi

Policy and Submissions Group - Marie spoke about the Goldcard and wants to see
cap in funding removed and is working on a submission.  This is based on three
essential points; 1) that having funding tied to CPI is not valid; 2) current funding
model doesn’t fit demographic it’s designed for; and 3) looking at sharper increase in
older people so current funding will not be adequate in the future.  Marie will send
draft around to Policy Group this week for comment, however, everyone invited to
contribute.  Made a submission on rates policy to the Long Term Plan and is pleased
that the rates policy has now been made simpler. One thing Marie wanted to make
people aware of that is WINZ have advised that if you apply for postponement of



rates you can’t also claim your accommodation supplement.  Also need to put
together a submission on alcohol policy to submit. Will send final draft to Jem
Pupich for comment.  Trevor noted that first report from Tax Working Group is out
and this talks about tax on lower income people.  General progress index instead of
GDP.  Good start is an index developed by Greater Wellington.

Action: Marie O’Sullivan

10. Round the Table:

Jill Stansfield – Jill - Stats NZ is doing a study on measuring our wellbeing –
www.stats.govt.nz - anyone can make comment on what matters most to them.
Marie suggested that the group should send results of poll done at meeting at a
recent previous meeting to Stats NZ.

Action: Marie O’Sullivan

Kathy Spiers – CCDHB holding a meeting on 24th October at 9.30am which Kāpiti
Health Advisory Group is presenting at.

Bronwyn Glavin – nothing to add today.

Sonya Sloan – Noted there is going to be an increase in water rates.  Marie stated
we should be looking at this as single occupants pay more for fixed rate than for
water used.

Helen McKernan – noted that Betty van Galan is doing well.

Richard Robertson – walks through park every day in MacLean Park at
Paraparaumu Beach and wondering about more public toilets with the
redevelopment as couldn’t see anything on the new signs.  There are no signs at
both ends for no dogs or cyclists at the park and believes the issue should go to the
Community Board.  Kathy will take to next Paraparaumu/Raumati Beach Community
Board meeting.  No sign near car park for no dogs.  Changing rooms and toilets also
not in good condition either.

Action: Kathy Spiers

Bev Chappell – reminding people to come to the International Day of Older Persons
on Monday.

11. The meeting came to a close at 3.00pm as there were people waiting to use the
room and there wasn’t enough time to finish round the table.

http://www.stats.govt.nz
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